






These vignettes have been designed to offer 

examples of patient care, utilizing Column 1 and 

Column 3 of the MDM chart, it requires that the 

documentation include the complexity and risk 

associated with these categories to support the 

level of service.

Each example in the vignette has been selected to 

try and provide the most common scenarios 

regardless of specialty.

In order to make the most out of these vignettes, 

consider a challenge- 

Take these vignettes and the AMA MDM chart, and 

analyze the condition to the MDM chart. Identify 

why each, utilizing Column 1 & 3 support the levels 

identified above. 

Have a question?

Contact us: namas@namas.co

1-877-418-5564

 

ABOUT THESE VIGNETTES:

It is important to understand 

the 

DOCUMENTATION

matters

Vignettes for 2021 Documentation Guidelines
*NOTE* Vignettes are recommendations only and documentation criteria is required to support the appropriate level of service. 

Patient present post 

global/surgical and is 

recovering well and is 

discharged from care to follow 

up as needed in the future.

 Patient presents with common 

cold and is told to return if 

symptoms worsen and provided 

reassurances.

Minimal Complexity 
& Risk Encounter

Low Complexity & 
Risk Encounter

Moderate Complexity 
& Risk Encounter

Patient with chronic stable 

problem presents and 

medication is refilled.

Patient presents with ear pain 

which is diagnosed as OM. No 

systemic symptoms are noted. 

The patient is prescribed an 

antibiotic.

Patient is seen and the decision is 

made to perform a minor procedure. 

However an additional chronic 

problem is also addressed and OTC 

anti-inflammatory recommended.

Patient presents with a new 

problem-workup for diagnose is 

required, but the suspected problem 

will have substantial duration and 

PT's function will be limited. The PT 

is provided RX for pain management

Patient presents with acute 

onset of respiratory complaints. 

The patient, diagnosed with URI 

is having labored breathing. 

Patient is given an antibiotic.

Patient w/chronic problem 

placed on a new RX medication 

last visit. This visit, it is noted 

they are not at treatment goals, 

continue current plan.

Patient presents for follow up of 

DM. Sugars today are 565 and the 

provider makes the decision to send 

the patient to the ED. The patient 

refuses. The provider documents 

that they recommended advanced 

care, but the patient refused. The 

documentation also included the 

risks to the patient for not receiving 

advanced care in their condition.

Patient presents w/asthma 

exacerbation & possible URI, PT is 

retracting/audible wheezes. O2 

provided, first nebulizer, minimal 

improvement, second nebulizer, air 

flow returns. RX provided, and 

emergency protocols revisited.

ED visit avoided- and should be 

documented- if it was considered.

High Complexity & 
Risk Encounter
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